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I.  TECHNICAL SUMMARY 
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The purpose of this program is the development of techniques for the 

generation of coherent vacuum ultraviolet and soft x-ray radiation. During 

this reporting period three projects have been active. The first project 

is a study of three frequency summing in inert gases for the generation of 

short wavelength radiation. The conversion efficiency of the mixing process 

is enhanced by choosing two of the input frequencies so that they sum to a 

non-allowed atomic transition. To date we have studied both helium and neon 

systems; we have concluded that the helium experiment is impractical because 

of the technical difficulties involved in generating the required w^velength. 

These difficulties are much less-severe for the neon system, because of a 

natural near-coincidence of a neon non-allowed transition and the 16  har- 

monic of the Nd:YAG laser frequency. This fact greatly simplifies the ex- 

perimental apparatus, and substantially improves the signal-to-noise ratio. 

The results of our calculations, and our experimental plan to generate 626 A 

arc descT ibed in Section II. 

it 
Our second project resulted in the first observation of a laser induced 

inelastic collision.  This new type of atomic collision process wa^ first 

proposed and studied under this program, and appears to be a very promising 

technique for the construction of short wavelength lasers.  The process in- 

volves the efficient ^KchangC of stored energy from one atomic specie to 
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another in the presence of an intense optical field, while in the absence 

of the field the exchange does not take place.  In our experiment, energy 

was switched i om the resonant level of strontium to an excited state level 

of calcium by the application of a short visible laser pulse.  Further de- 

tails of the experiment are given in Section III, and in a paper entitled 

"Inelastic Collision Induced by Intense Optical Radiation," attached as 

Appendix B. 

Section IV describes our studies of thermal velocity charge exchange 

collisions as a method of selectively exciting strongly forbidden levels of 

singly Ionized column IIA elements, leaving the ground state empty. Such a 

reaction results in a large inversion to the ground state and the inverted 

system could be used as a stimulated anti-Stokes laser or as a two-photon 

laser. We have successfully demonstrated a charge exchange collisional 

+        +2 
energy transfer from Mg to the Sr'(i+d D) metastablc level; however, low 

population densities have so far prevented us from firmly establishing the 

selective nature of the orocess. Demonstrating the selective nature of the 

Mg -Sr collision remain? a major goal of this project. We plan to show the 

selectivity of the process by creating higher mctastable densities, trans- 

ferring them to an allowed Sr level, and thus creating measurable laser 

gain.  Future work on this project will be solely supported by an ERDA 

contract. 

The work reported here was jointly supported by the Office; of Naval 

Research under Contract NOOOl1i-75-C-0576. 
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II.  HARMONIC GENERATION OF EXTREME UV RADIATION 

(K. S. Hsu, L. J. Zych, J. F. Young, and S. E. Harris) 

This project is directed towards the generation of coherent extreme 

UV and soft x-ray radiation using three frequency summing in inert gases. 

The conversion efficiency of the mixing process is enhanced by choosing 

two of the input frequencies so that they sum to a non-allowed atomic 

transition. The inert gases are the simplest atomic species having such 

suitable energy levels in the extreme UV spectral region; to date we have 

studied both helium and neon systems. We have concluded that the helium 

experiment is impractical because of the technical difficulties involved 

in generating the required wavelengths. These difficulties are much less 

severe for the neon system, and we are presently constructing an experiment 

which will generate 626 A radiation. 

Sum Generation in Helium 

Helium has the highest energy levels of any of the inert gases, and 

thus is most suitable for harmonic generation of extremely short: wavelengths. 

We generated one-half the non-allowed He (li-üs) transition, 120?." %,   ucing 

a parametrically amplified dye laser followed by frequency rpxiK ; in  mrcury. 

Details of this work are described in the paper attached as Appendix A.  Be- 

cause of the technical complexity of the tunable sources that h&va  to be 
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used,.only 500 watts of 1202.8 X radiation could be generated. Unfortun- 

ately, our calculations indicate that this will not provide sufficient 

signal-to-noise ratio for reliable detection of the resultant 569 X sig- 

nal, and this approach is no longer being pursued. 

Sum Generation in Neon 

Resonant two-photon-pumped sum generation in neon is simplified by a 

natural near-coincideuce of a Ne 2p-5p non-allowed transition and the l6 

harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser freqmacy. Thus, tunable sources are not re- 

quired to resonantly enhance the nonlinear susceptibility; instead, one may 

z-th v. A^ 
use any two Nd:YAG harmonics which sum to the 16  harmonic, e.g., the ö 

+ 8th, the Tth + 9th, etc. This fact greatly simplifies the experimental 

apparatus, and the higher powers generally available at these fixed wave- 

lengths, relative to tunable sources, substantially improves the signal-to- 

noise ratio. Therefore, our efforts during the last six months have been 

primarily devoted to this approach. 

The simplest pumping scheme uses two photons of the 8  harmonic of 

the Nd:YAG laser:  1530 X. Unfortunately, our attempts to generate 1550 A 

in Hg, and in Cd, both failed to produce usable signal levels. We believe 

the sum generation efficiency in Hg was reduced by cancelling contributions 

to the susceptibility from the many higher transitions involved; the magni- 

tude and sign of these matrix elements are not known and exact calculations 

are not possible.  In Cd multi-photon ionization limited the power density 

and reduced the output power.  Thus the simplest pumping scheme does not 

appear practical. 

      



Resonaat pumping with a combination of the 9th «nd 7th harmonics, 

however, now appears quite feasible. Over the past several years we have 

developed techniques for the efficient generation of 1182 X, the nth har- 

monic of Nd:YAG, using third harmonic generation in phase matched mixtures 

of Xe and Ar. Typically, useful peak powers of 50 kW are available.  In 

addition, we have recently produced 10 kW peak power pulses of 1520 X, the 

Tth harmonic, using sum generation in Cd vapor.  These pumping levels are 

100 times greater than those available for the He experiment, and further 

improvements are probable. 

Figure 1 is an energy level diagram of our proposed experiment:  input 

wavelengths of 1182 I, 1520 &, and 10,6*0 & are summed to 626 X. The third 

input wavelength of 10,6Uo X was chosen for several reasons; it is naturally 

present in the optical path follow!, g the generation of 1132 X and 1520 X, 

and high peak powers are available.  In addition, because the sum wavelength 

lies just above the Ne [hs)   levels we will be able to phasematch the pro- 

cess, thus improving the conversion efficiency by perhaps 100.  Based on the 

dispersion of the Ne levels wc estimate a coherence length Lc ^.8 X 10 /N 

cm , and a Ne:He phasematching ratio of 1:2.5-  The calculation of the non- 

linear susceptibility involves the unknown Nc (j.-Jp) oscillator strength. 

Using a conservative value of 0.01, however, we estimate a single coherence 

length conversion efficiency of lo"1 from 1132 X to 02b X, yielding signal- 

to-noise ratios of greater than 100. 

The spatial and temporal combination of three laser beams with widely 

differing frequencies is a difficult technical problem. A schematic of our 

proposed experiment is shown in Fig. 2. A mode-locked Nd:YAG oscillator- 

amplifier system, plus KDP crystals, provides two BOparatcd but synchronous 
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50 ps pulses of 55V? Ä radiation; the two beam paths also contain residual 

10,6l»0 X and 5320 X light. Careful measurements of the oscillator wave- 

length indicate it will have to be tuned ~ 0.5 cm"  in order to exactly 

match the Ne two-photon transition. We plan to do this by controlling the 

laser rod temperature; a 25° temperature change pi.educes a - 1 cm  fre- 

quency shift. An interaal etalon could also be used. 

A Xe:Ar cell, and a Cd:Ar cell will generate 1182 X anC  1520 X, re- 

spectively, as shown in Fig. 2. Both wavelengths are strongly absorbed 

in air and the remaining beam paths are in vacuum.  Since no suitable di- 

electric coatings exist, th? two beams are combined in a LiF prism using a 

combination of refraction (1520 X) and total internal reflection (1182 I 

and 10,6Uo X). All subsequent beam steering and focusing is done with 

mirrors in order to eliminate chromatic aberration. 

Temporal synchronization will be adjusted using two separate bean de- 

lays.  A standard corner cube delay in the 15?0 A channel will be used to 

compensate for gross length differences between the two beam paths.  How- 

ever, the large group velocity dispersion between 113? A and 10,C"0 Ä in 

the LiF combining prism will produce an unacceptable 66 ps temporal walk- 

off. A auique structure, invented by Mr. Hsu and detailed in Fig. 5, will 

compensate for this walk-off by delaying the input 10,61*0 Ä radiation 

relative to 1182 X.  Both delays are located before the sum generatinr 

cells, simplifying optics requirement 3.. and reducing losses.  Using these 

two delays the relative timing of the three wavelengths can be arbitrarily 

adjusted. 

Given the uncertainties of space, time, and wavelength adjustmcuts, a 

preliminary diagnostic expetiinent that monitors these variables is essentiil 
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We believe that two-photon absorp'ion in high pressure Ne, followed by re- 

laxation fluorescence provides such a monitor. At 1 atm. of Ne, two-photon 

absorption of 15^0 A plus 118P X will produce a population of 2 X 10 in the 

Ne (jp) state, 1/5 of which will decay into the Js state emitting 61H5 A 

flnrrescence. The strength of this easily detectable visible radiation will 

be a sensitive measure of the 1520 A and 1182 A spatial and temporal overlap, 

as well as the fundamental Nd:YAG frequency tuning.  Thus, using this tech- 

nique, we will be able to adjust and to monitor the critical experimental 

parameters without relying on the 626 A generation process itself. Note 

that although the two-photon absorption signal will be easily observable, 

the absolute absocption will be very small and will not affect the sum gen- 

eration experiment. 

Following the Ne generation cell, a 500 S thick ki   filter will block 

all the input wavelengths while transmitting 1
L1
: of the generated 626 8 sig- 

nal.  The 626 A radiation will strike a sodium salicitate film and a sensi- 

tive, low noise photomultiplier will measure the resulting ^200 8 fluores- 

cence.  Based on our calculated conversion efficiency and available input 

powers we estimate a signal-to-noise ratio of ever 100 using this detection 

technique.  A number of techniques arc available to verify that an observed 

signal is indeed due to v2o  A radiation.  The kl  filter is highly frequency 

selective; an additionil filter can be inserted and the signal attenuation 

measured.  The time or spatial overlap of the input beams can be varied, and 

the Nd:YAG frequency can be tuned; any of these will reduce the D26 A signal, 

without affecting spurious signals caused by scattering, etc.  But the most 

definitive verification will be the observation of the predicted phase matching 

- 10 
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by He:  no conceivable spurious effects could produce this characteristic 

behavior. 

All major experimental components have been received or built.  During 

the next period we will proceed with final construction, alignment, and 

measurements. 

11 
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III.  INELASTIC COLLISIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

(D. B. Lidow, I. C. White, J. F. Young, and 3. E. Harri.s) 

We have observed the first laser induced inelastic collision;  in- 

elastic collision processes of this type have recently been predicted by 

2 5 
Gudzenko and Ynkovlenko and Harris and Lidow.  Details of die experiment 

are given in a paper entitled "Inelastic Collision Induced by Intense Op- 

tical Radiation," to be published in Physical Review Letters and attached 

as Appendix B. 

We have studied the collision reaction: 

Sr(5p1P0) + Ca(^s2 1S) + ttü(6^09 8) -*Sr(5s2 1S) + Ca(l+d1D) 

Population was first stored in the radiatively trapped 5p F  level of Sri. 

Collisions of the excited strontium atoms with the ground state calcium 

atoms produced sizeable population in the calcium ^d D state in the presence 

of the 61)09 A radiation. Nc population transfer was observed in the absence 

of the 6'+09 A switching signal.  This process demoastrates a convenient and 

useful way of influencing collision reaction kinetics, and we believe it 

will lead to a number of exciting applications. 

6  / 2 
At an incident power density of 8.6 x 10 W/cm' ].1,J of the energy stored 

in the strontium was transferred to the calcium, representing an induced cross 

1Z- 
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section of a = 3 X 1O"1J cm2 . Our theory predicts that f.n* induced col- 
c 

lision cross section will increase linearly with incident G'ton A power den- 

-lh     2 
sity until a ~ d.8 X 10   cm  . Realization of such very large cross 

•       c 

sections in the Sr-Ca system is currently being studied. 

We believe the reverse reaction may also find a number of applications, 

In this case population stored In one atomic species is transferred to 

another species with the emission of a photon. For example, the reaction 

Mg^p1?0) + Ti(6p2P0) -»Mg^s2 1S) + Ti(62p°/2) + ttD(5368 X) 

might yield a high powered UV laser at 5568 Ä. Assuming densities of 

N  = 3 X 10  cm"^ and N„ = 1 X 10  cm'-^ , we estimate a gain cross 
Ti Mg 

section of 2 X 10"  cm and a gain coefficient of CK = 0.7 CF  .  Systems 

of this type have a unique advantage for the construction of high energy 

lasers:  the gain cross section may be easily varied by adjusting the den- 

sities of the colliding species. These possibilities will be studied further 

during the next months. 

References 
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:V.  SELECTIVE CHARGE EXCHANGE COLLISIONS FOR METASTABLE STORAGE 

(R. W. Falcone, J. F. Young, and S. E. Harris) 

Thermal velocity charge exchange collisions have been studied as a 

method of selectively exciting strongly forbidden levels of singly ionized 

column IIA elements (Ca , Sr , Ba ) leaving the ground state empty. Thus a 

large inversion to ground should result and the inverted system could be 

used as a stimulated anti-Su.okes laser or as a two-photon laser. We have 

successfully demonstrated charge exchange collisional excitation of the 

Sr {hi  D) metastable level. However, low population densities have pre- 

vented us from firmly establishing the selective nature of the process; 

we have no direct evidence that an inversion has been produced. 

We have considered the charge exchange reaction 

Mg + Sr ->Mg + Sr {kd D)  +  AE 

where AE = 1182 cm   (see Fig. 1).  Recent theoretical and experimental 

work shows that thermal velocity charge exchange reactions have maximum 

cross sections when the energy defect is on the order of 0.1 eV.  Based on 

this we expect the Mg -Sr collision to have a large cross section (approxi- 

mately 10   cm^) for selective excitation of the metastable '-d'D level in 

ionic strontium. 

- l!| 
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The reaction has been studied experimentally using a ;ieaL pipe type 

cell containing Mg and Sr vapor at densities of about 10  atoms/cc.  The 

Mg atoms are selectively ionized using two different processes. In the 

first process resonance radiation at 2852 A creates a high density of ex- 

cited Mg atoms which are quickly ionized by a second photon of the same 

wavelength. While this process seems to create large numbers of ions, the 

exact density is unknown since the cross section for this process has not 

been measured. A second process uses a recently identified autoionization 

level in Mg having the same parity as the ground state. Two photons of 

2929 A coincide with this level and they create a well defined volume of 

+ 13    / 
Mg at a density of about 5 X K)  ions/cc. 

The metastable level in Sr which is excited by charge exchange col- 

+ 2    2 
lisions with Mg is detected by tuning a 1 |i laser to the ^td D - ^p"P  reso- 

nance in Sr and observing fluorescence to the ground state. Strontium 

13    / 
ion densities of about 10  ions/cc have been observed. 

+ 
Demonstrating the selective nature of the Mg -Sr collision remains 

a major goal of this project. We hope to show the selectivity of the 

process by creating high metastable densities, transferring them to the 

2 
5p P level by absorption of 1 n radiation, and thus creating measurable 

laser gain.  The magnitude of the gain is a direct measure of the degree 

of inversion and therefore selectivity. Currently we are restricted to 

working with a Sr (Hd^D) density of about 10  ions/cc because of an un- 

+  2 
identified noise source populating the Sr (5p'P) leval in the presence of 

Mg ions at higher densities. Although this noise source appears to be 

collisional excitation of the Sr v
r3p' P) due to highly t-xcitcd neutral atoms 

l6 - 
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formed through recombination of Mg ions, the exact source of the noise 

has yet to be determined and the ultimate ion density limit has not been 

established. Electron cooling, three-body recombination rates and electron 

excitation to higher levels will probably limit the netascable storage in 

high density Sr to 10  ions/cc. 

The next stage of the experiment will be to understand this "noise" 

source (which destroys the inversion ionic levels), to datermine the 

Sr (Ud D) density limit, and to measure laser gain. 
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1202 8-A Generation in Hg Using a Parametrically 
Amplified Dye Laser 

K. S. HSU. A. H. KUNG, L. J. ZYCH, 
J. f. YOUNG, AND S  t. HARRIS 

AbtlnclWr have generaled 1202« A radiation, one-half In fre- 
quency of the li'.S'o-ii '.S'o torbidden Irpusition in Me, using resonantly 
enhanced four-wave optical mixing in Hg vapor. Peak powers of 
300 W in a ~ IS-ps pulse have been achieved using a tunable narrow- 
band source consisting of a paramcirically amplified commercial dye 
hwr. The dependence of the conversion efficiency on the spectral 
properties of this source is described. Kg is shown io i>e negatively 
dispersive for this process, and thus phase matchable. 

We report the generation of 1202.8-A radiation by reso- 
nantly enhanced four-wave optical mi:;ing (1|-|3) in Hg 
vapor. 1202.8-A radiation is particularly interesting because it 
is the half frequency of the ljrl50-2jl5o forbidden transition 
in He. Such a source could be used for the creation of high 
densities of metastable Is'S^ He by two-photon absorption, 
as well as for the generation of 400-A radiation using reso- 
nantly enhanced harmonic generation in He. A peak power of 
300 W ia a ~15-ps pulse has been obtained at 1202.8 A. 
Resonant optical mixing in Hg is achieved using a tunable 
picosecond-duration narrow-band source consisting of a com- 
mercial flashlamp pumped dye laser parametrically amplified 
using the frequency quadrupled output of a passively mode- 
locked Nd;YAG laser. The amplified tunable pulse is then 
frequency doubled and mixed with the output from a para- 
metric generator-amplifier (4) to yield I 202.8-Ä radiation. 

Following the first demonstration of harmonic generation of 
UV and VUV radiation in metal vapors |51, Hodgson el al. 
I!) and Bloom et at. [3| demonstrated the advantages of 
using tunable sources to obtain resonant enhancement ot the 
mixing process. The degree of enhancement achieved depends 
critically on the linewidth and stability of the source used, .n 
addition, the efficiency of the mixing process depends on I he 
ability to accurately control and adjust the interacting be ,ms 
with respect to boih time and space. In ail of these respec.s, a 
source consisting of a parametrically amplified, stable, veil- 
controlled laser has a number of attractive advantages, a» re- 
cently described by Masseyeial. (6), (7|. 

A schematic of our experimental arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 1. The output of a passively mode-locked Nd:VAG 
oscillator amplifier chain is frequency quadrupled to provide 
single mode-locked pulses of high-power 2660-A radiation at 
3 pulses per second. In addition to the usual system com- 
ponents, an electrooptic Pockels cell is used in the oscilla- 
tor cavity to determine a fixed time for the start of the laser 
buildup from noise. We found that by opening the Pockel's 
cell about 200 /us after triggering the flashlamji, the normal 
temporal jitter of the laser is reduced from i lO/^s to less than 
4 0.25 ps. When operating in this fashion the quality of the 
mode locking is not noticeably alfected. It is possible, how- 
ever, to destroy the mode locking by delaying the shutter 
opening too long. 

The low temporal litter of the lhb0-A pulse permits us to 
synchrom/e it reliably to a coinmereial (C'liromatix l"MX-4) 
ilashlanip pumped dye laser ol l-^is pulsewulth. I he band- 
width of the laset is narrowed to less than I em"' with an m- 

Manusenpl reieiveil Seplemhcr J. I'WV TMi WUfk WV*suppuited ill 
pan by ilie Advanced Rewsrvt) Pfojeeti AfStKf jnd in part In ihe 
Ollue ol N,iv.il KesiMteh. 

Ihe ;iiilhi>is aie willi Ihe Microwave fahoraloiy, Slanloid Universily 
Stjntord. CA. 

Copyright ©1976 by The Institute of Electrical and llectronics Engineers, Inc. 
Pilnted In U.S,A, AnnaUNo.    •'••ly"»'3 
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ternal etalon. A small portion of the dye laser output, 
~ 100W, and the 2660-Ä pulse are incident collinearly into 
a parametric amplifier consisting of a 5 mm X 5 mm X SO mm 
long NH4HJPO4 crystal in a temperature controlled oven. 
For these experiments the laser is tuned to 6257 A. four viries 
the wavelength of the 6flSa-7f1Sa transition of Hg, and the 
temperature of the crystal oven is adjusted for nuxinium gum 
at this wavelength. For a power of 20 MW at 2660 A focused 
to a density of 200 MW/cin2, the theoretical small signal gdin 
is ID5. We measured peak output powers in excess of 1 MW 
each for the signal and idler waves, representing '" 10-percent 
power conversion of the pump into tunable radiation. 

The amplified ot put is frequency doubled in an angle-nltK-d 
crystal of KH2PO4 to 3128.5 A and combined spatially md 
temporal; with a second tunable, synchronized, picosecond 
pulse from a parametric generator-amplifier [4|. When tuned 
to 5205 A (such that the sum wavelength is I 208.8 A) the 
bandwidth of this source i« ~ 30 Ä due to its proximity to 
degeneracy of the parametric generator. However, because tin- 
efficiency of the mixing process is not affected by the spectral 
width of this (nonresonantl source, this soiiiewh;.t simpler, 
more conventional approach ii adequate. "1 he collinear beams 
are focused at the center o! a 12-cm-long stainless-steel II;: 
heat pipe cell. The VUV output signal pass.-s through l.il 
windows into an ionizatlon chamber used lor energy measure- 
ments. The space between the llg cell and the ioni/ation 
chamber is purged with Ar to avoid absorption of the VUV 
sign.il by oxygen. The uml/alion chamber is tilled with ie- 
search grade p-xylene at 0 I torr and is sensitive from the short 
wavelength cutoff of the l.il- window at I ISti A tu 1400 A, 
the long wavelength limit of the pholuiom/jtiDn of p-xyleiu- 
We found the quantum yield at I 202,S A to be 0 275 bused on 
an absolute calibialion using a CW hydrogen drchaige lamp 
through a Mcl'herson 225 spectrometer and a caiibrated CNSII 

photodiode. 
For  incident   power  densities of MJW/cin3   at   3128.5 A. 

650 MW/cm2 al 5205 A. and an llg pr ssuie ol 20 Inn, we 
measured an outpul eneigy ol 4.5 nj. or   00 W peak in an esti- 
mated  15-ps-long pulse.   This cotrespunds tr .1 conveision elli 
ciency of 0.5 percent from 5205 A to I202.H A in the ovei 
lapped beam areas.   As expected, the nulpul is very sensitive 

to the dye laser bandwidth and tuning. Tunings of a few 
angstroms off resonance results in signal decreases of greater 
than 100. Similarly, increasing the bandwidth from less than 
I cm"1 10 31111'' by removal of the etalon, decreases the signal 
by about 10. This is in good qualitative agreement with the 
results of Stappaerts tt al. [t|. We did not measure the band- 
width of the 12Ü2.8-A output. Init based on the input band- 
widths we expect it to be " \h A. A second parametncally 
amplilicd dye laser for the 5205-A wavelength would probably 
be required to reduce the bandwidth to acceptable values for 
subsequent resonantly enhanced harmonic generation stages. 

In these experiments the input radiation was tightly focused 
such that the effective focal region was short compared to the 
length of the nonlinear media. In this case the amplitude of 
the sum wavelength as a function of wave vector mismatch is 
no longer described by the familiar sin v/.v function associated 
with plane-wave conditions |9|. Using the theory of I^j 
it is possible to determine the sign of the mismatch by adding 
a giis with known dispersion such as Ar. As Ar was introduced 
intJ the Hg cell the signal decreased monotonically by two 
orders of magnitude to below noise level. Since the signal 
from a positively dispersive vapor would have exhibited an 
oscillating signal amplitude with comparable peak heights as 
the Ar pressure was increased, while that fiom 1 negatively 
dispersive media would show no such oscillation, this indicates 
that llg is negatively dispersive for the process, lluis the con- 
version efficiency could be increased using higher powei 
sources to maintain the power density over a longer length and 
phase matching the process b> adding the proper ratio ol a 
positively dispersive vapor. 

In summary, we have demonslrated the use of p.irainetrii 
amplification of a ilaslil.imp pumped dye lasci t> obtain 
limable, piccsecond duration, luelipowei visible pulses Wc 
have demonslrated the application ol lliese pulses fol elli- 
cienl resonantly enhanced sum generation Into Uli' VUV 
region al 1202 8 A. Uy 111111111', the second somce Irnm -UHH) A 
to 7000 A, it should be possible to obtain tunable signals liom 
1125 A to I2S0A. Ulis falls within I lie gam pmliles ul \i 
excimer ami hydiogen amphlieis. ilms creating llie possilulilv 
ol sources of very high biighlness m lins lepon ol the 
spectrum. 
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INELASTIC COLLISION  INDl'OKD BY   INTl'NSK OPTICAL RADIATION* 

by 

D.   B.  Lidow,     R.  W.  Falcone,   J.   F.  Young,   and S.  E.  Harris 

Microwave Laboratory,   Stanford University 
Stafford,   California J^JüS 

(Received       December  1975) 

ABSTRACT 

A large cross section for inelastic collision is induced by an inci- 

dent laser tuned to the frequency of the Inter-atomic energy defect. We 

study energy transfer from the Sr ^pV'1 level to the Ca (U^D) level and 

measure a cross section for inelastic collision of J ■, 10   cm^ at a laser 

power density of 8.C \ h)V  W/cm and a wavelength of L^Ü9.C X. 
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INELASTIC COLLISION  INDUCED BY  INTENSE OPTICAL  RADIATION 

by 

D. B. Lidow, R. W. Falcone, J. F. Young, and S. E. Harris 

Microwave Laboratory, Stanford University 
Stanford, California /,i305 

The cross section for inelastic collision between atoms is infinites- 

imal ly small if the energy defect AE is large with respect to kT  .  In 

this Letter we report the first observation of a process where a large cross 

section for inelastic collision is created by applying optical radiation at 

a frequency hi) - ÄE  . Energy transfer is initiated or "switched" by the 

presence of the optical radiation.  Inelastic colli; ion processes of this 

type have recently been predicted by Gudzenko and Yakovlenko and by Harris 

and Lidow. 

We have observed this process in the system (Fig. I): 

. 

Sr^pVl 4 Ca(lis'" 1S)   i f.n(. .'u"-■ S) .. Sr^s'' lS)  -t Ca(Ud1D)     (1) 

Energy was first stored In the radlatlvcly trapped 5p P level of Sr I . 

This level was populated bv two photiti pumping of the 'jd D Sr level, fol- 

lowed by radiative decay.  [nelußtlc collision to the 'ul D level of Ca T 

was produced by a second laser beam at  -."1 A, 

6   ' 
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1 ') 
During collision of an c-xciLc-d Sr (5p P ) atom and a ground state Ca 

('is'  S) atom the strong dipole-dipolc coupling of the (5p-5«) Sr transi- 

tion and the ('(p-hs) Ca transition causes a virtual transition of the Ca 

atom. Absorption of a 6)109 S photon completes the Ca excitation. The pro- 

cess may thus be viewed as a virtual collisional excitation, followed by a 

p 
real absorption.  Alternately, and for the case described here equivalently, 

the process can be viewed as a free-free photon absorption of the Sr-Ca quasi 

molecule.  From either viewpoint, for dipole-dipole coupling, maximum col- 

lision cross section is predicted when Wu is equal to the inter-atomic 

transition frequency of the infinitely separated atoms  (R = "3)  .  For 

incident radiation at the R = «> frequency, the predicted cross section 

o 
for collision a  xs given by'' 

^r|lCa|lCa 

Vn0, v. 
(?) 

where  LU  I ^«" >   and \\     x  are the magnitudes of the dipole matrix ele- S r   C a        C> a 

ments of the Sr (^s^p), Ca (^s-'ip), and Ca ('ip-'d) transitions respectively; 

E  is the strength of the applied optical field at O'i09 X;  hAü is the energy 

dirfcrence between the Sr (Sp pl") and Ca (;ip i' ) levels; and  V  is the'average 

velocity.  The quantity r  is the minimum impact parameter such that the in- 

tegrated relative phase shift during transit is 1 radian, i.e.. 

/ R (t 
dt 

^r"Sr"ca 

l, VM'O 
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where C^ is the energy shift constant: of the Sr (5p P0) level. We neglect 

the comparatively small shift of the Ca ''d I)) level.  Bquaclon (?)   includes 

only the dominant path of the perturbation calculation. Kor our experiments, 

HSr « 3-0 a.u. , ^ - 2.6 a.u. , ^. - 0.95 a-u. ,   i^n = I95I1 cm'1 , 

V « 6.6 X 10 cm/sec , p - iC.'f  R , and a  - 2.9 x lo"''5 7 (w/cm") cm2 . 

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. Z.    The 

Sr-Ca heat pipe type cell was operated at a temperature of approximately 

875 C and a zone length of 2 cm. The number density of the Sr and Ca ground 

state atoms were determined by measuring the linewidth of their resonance 

absorption lines at U60B  X and lippp, X. These were N  - 8.0 X 10l6 atoms/cm5 

and N  ^5.8 X 10 ' atoms/cm5 . 

A Ch-omatix CMX-^t flashlamp pumped dye laser produced the 575? R radi- 

ation for two photon pumping of the Si (jd D) level.  An incident power of 

about 1 kW was focusscd to a power density of 1 .'i X 10 w/cm' .  Emitted rad- 

iation on the (5d-5p) Sr transition was measured and used to estimate the 

population of the radiatively trapped Sr (5p p') level.  Typically this den- 

1 0 IS        7 

sity was about NSr(5p P )  b X  10 ' atoms/cm'     .     Two photon pumping and 

radiative decay was • ocl as the populating mechanism of the Sr (5p P0) stor- 

age level in order to avoid the necessity of directly applying radiation at 

the (5s-5p) Sr frequency and thus possibly masking the desired collision 

process by a two photon sum process to the Ca ('id D) level . 

Tunable radiation for inducing the collision process was provided by a 

Chromatix Model I050 dye laser (kiton red) pumped with the second harmonic 

of the 1.1P [i line of a Q-SWltclU'tl NdrYAC lasiT.  A peak power of ] 'r,  W in 

a 1^0 nsec pulse was focussed to .1 power density of about '..('   In' W/'em' 

»* 
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and spatially overlapped wiLl» the [tCj'f  A pump beam.  The rclaiivu timing of 

the two lasers could be adjusted over a range of several microseconds using 

a variable delay.  Fluorescence of the Ca ('id-'ip'j transition was measured 

and used to monitor the population of the Ca f ;d D) level. 

The 575? * laser was first tuned to maximize the Sr '[(:{^  A radiation 

] ON 
and thus the population of the Sr ('ip P ) level ■ With both lasers on, a 

maximum signal was measured with the transfer laser tuned to C'i09.0 A, as 

compared to the predicted  (R - «•) value of ')'i08.6 A.  (All wavelengths are 

given in air.1 This is within the i 0.7 A uncertainty of our wavelength 

calibration. The ! alf-power linewidth for transfer was 1,0 ± 0 .P-  A. The 

linewidth of the Ca Jjpß  A fluorescence signal was resolution limited.  The 

575'' « laser, by itself, produced some IJP.G  A fluorescence. A signal-to-noi 

ratio of about 5^ was obtained by integrating over five pulses. 

The ratio of the fluorescence output at the Yjh'" A Ca line to that of 

the 7#Y3 S Sr line was 1:3fc • Allowing for the somewhat tighter focussing 

^ ' \ M of the 61'ÜO A laser, as compared to the 575 ( A laser, this fluores- 

cence ratio indicates a collisionnl transfer of ll? of the excited Sr (5p P"' 

atoms to the Ca {hi  D) level.  This transfer takes place during the l/io nsec 

se 

pu Isewidth of the ©7OJ A idser, indicating an induced cross section of 

-lt^  p 
5 \ 10   cm .  This cross section was linear In the incident power density. 

We estimate an experimental uncertainty of a factor of ,,  For our power 

density of ^.6 - lo W/cra . Kq. (^   predicts a cross section of ,£.5 ^ IO        era . 

The i^'iOQ A transfer pulse could be delayed by about . .') nsec after the end of 

the I
J75V A pulse before the TiQt*  " signal was significantly reduced.  This i .'■ 

consistent witli the estimated O.J nsec radiatfve trapping time of the Sr (jlp V ) 

level . 

4 * 
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Wo note that there arc sever., I Sr (-p P 1. vels a (cw K from coinci- 

dence with the Cn ('IA level. By tunlnß the trannfer la-ser exactly to 

these levels, we ascertained that no direct collision«! transfer was taking 

place. 

Theory predicts that the optically induced collision cross section 

should continue to increase linearly with power density until o   np2 

c    0 

and as the square root of power density thereafter.  For the Sr-Ca system 

studied here ^ - 8.8 X lo"1^ cm2  .  Large energy transfer rates should 

thus be possible using this process. 

The collisional process demonstrated here should be applicable to the 

direct measurement of inter-atomic potentials. Additional transfer peaks 

are expected at frequencies where the difference of the atomic potentials 

has zero slope, and at frequencies corresponding to turning points of the 

classical motion.  Application to the construction of short wavelength 

lasers is likely.  Energy could be stored in a metastable atomic level, 

and using a short tunable optical pulse, collisionally switched to a rad- 

iative state of a second speci..  The inverse radiative process where lasing 

takes place between an excited slate of one specie and a lower state of a 

second specie may be applicable to the construction of low gain, high energy 

lasers. 

The authors very much appreciate the loan of the Chromatix Model 1 ,50 

dye laser. We thank Jonathan White and Ben Yoshizuml lor experimental as- 

sistance, and Jim Newton for his cooperation. 
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